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Abstract
An idealized numerical modeling study of enhanced coastal upwelling by
topographic variations around capes
by
Nathan A. Keane
The enhancement of coastal upwelling on the downwind (i.e., equatorial) side of large
headlands is studied using a three-dimensional, high-resolution numerical model in an
idealized domain. Early simulations show that positive (negative) wind stress curl in
the northern (southern) hemisphere does not enhance upwelling compared to having
steady winds with zero wind stress curl. Multiple idealized grids are examined to de-
termine the main topographic variations driving enhanced upwelling. The grid with
a cape and varying shelf width (widening downstream of the tip of the cape) exhibits
the most upwelling enhancement. The widening shelf width contributes to upwelling
through a fundamental process derived from the steady-state continuity equation in
the shallow water equations. Depth-averaged flow divergence must be accompanied by
depth-averaged onshore cross-isobath flow. We find the largest amplitude cross-shore
transport occurs near the shelf break, where the shelf is widening downstream. The
cape geometry still further enhances upwelling. Examination of the along-isobath mo-
mentum balance clearly shows a large pressure gradient just south of the tip of the cape,
where the shelf is widening and just south of localized low pressure resulting from flow
around the cape. Except for very near the coast, the flow remains largely geostrophic,
viii
with flow largely following lines of constant pressure. This results in enhanced onshore
cross-isobath flow just south of the low pressure, in the lee of the cape. These combined
effects are much larger in the model with both capes and changing shelf width than in
models with either no capes or no changing shelf width, leading to the conclusion that
the topographic variations work together to create environments particularly favorable
to enhanced upwelling as well as those particularly unfavorable.
ix
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1 Introduction
1.1 Wind-driven coastal upwelling
Wind-driven coastal upwelling brings cold, nutrient-rich waters from the deep ocean
up onto the shelf and into the euphotic zone, boosting biological production and driv-
ing chemical cycles. The importance of coastal upwelling to fisheries production, and
strengthening of the greater marine food web in general, has long been recognized
(Ryther, 1969). One measure of biological productivity in ocean ecosystems can be
derived from primary production rates, where primary production is the synthesis of
organic compounds from carbon dioxide. In the euphotic zone, this is achieved by
phytoplankton undergoing photosynthesis. New production can be defined as primary
production sustained from nutrients coming from outside the euphotic zone. In up-
welling regions, this new production is estimated as vertical nitrogen flux generated by
upwelling. Eastern Boundary Upwelling Ecosystems (EBUEs) make up less than 1% of
the world ocean and yet they account for around 11% of global new production, making
these EBUEs some of the most important and efficient production zones in the world
ocean (Messie´ et al., 2009). Due to the increased new production in these EBUEs, they
support a rate of fish harvest which is nearly 100 times larger than the global mean,
accounting for upwards of 20% of the global fisheries catch (Rykaczewski & Checkley,
2008).
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The California Current System (CCS) in particular is a large area of interest,
being the most well observed coastal region due to the large population in this area
and the fact that this current system benefits from strong upwelling in the spring and
summer (Gan & Allen, 2002b, 2002a; Chelton et al., 2007; Jacox et al., 2014). Though
there is a strong seasonal cycle, coastal upwelling events can occur year round along
the central California coast (Huyer, 1983). Even though this upwelling is widespread,
notable enhancement can be seen in the lee of major headlands, such as Cape Blanco,
Cape Mendocino, Point Arena, and others (Figure 1.1). Even outside of the CCS, in
Figure 1.1: Sea-surface temperature, in Kelvin, on May 23, 2017, during a Spring time
upwelling event. Data obtained from the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring
Service.
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other coastal upwelling regions, the enhancement of upwelling in the lee of capes is a
widely recognized phenomena (Rodrigues & Lorenzzetti, 2001; Castelao & Barth, 2006).
The dynamics which lead to this enhancement, however, has been up for debate for some
time. There are a couple main camps of thought on this subject. Some believe that
the enhanced upwelling in the lee of capes is due to the formation of wind stress curl in
these regions, while others believe that the changing topography or the cape itself are
what drive these enhancements.
1.2 Wind stress curl and upwelling
There are numerous studies relating wind stress curl and upwelling. Some papers have
examined the connection between wind stress curl and upwelling jet separation from
the coast (Castelao & Barth, 2007; Castelao & Luo, 2018) and some relate wind stress
curl with observed enhancement of upwelling (Castelao & Barth, 2006; Wang et al.,
2011). A large number of the literature which discusses enhanced upwelling in the lee of
capes in Oregon, California, Brazil, etc., attributes this enhancement to the formation
of positive wind stress curl in these areas.
Consider a northern hemisphere eastern boundary current such as the CCS.
During the typically northerly winds of spring and summer, the California atmospheric
marine layer exhibits hydraulic properties with the formation of expansion fans just
south of capes (Koracˇin et al., 2004). These expansion fans result in stronger equator-
ward winds being separated from the coast just south of a cape, making a small area of
positive wind stress curl between the expansion fan and the coast. In addition, as the
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northerly winds wrap around the cape, there is a downwind increase in the eastward
component of the wind stress due to the curving of the flow around the cape (Koracˇin
et al., 2004). These two components work together to create positive wind stress curl
(∂τ
y
∂x − ∂τ
x
∂y > 0, where τ = (τ
x, τy) is the wind stress) directly in the lee of capes.
In addition to these methods of forming positive wind stress curl in the CCS,
there is a feedback mechanism between sea surface temperature and wind stress going on
as well. Surface winds tend to accelerate over warmer waters and decelerate over colder
waters. When cold surface winds blow over warmer water, there is enhanced turbulence
and vertical mixing in the atmospheric boundary layer. This enhanced vertical mixing
decreases stability and deepens the atmospheric boundary layer, drawing momentum
from the upper boundary layer down to the sea surface resulting in accelerated surface
winds and thus increased wind stress (Chelton & Xie, 2010). When surface winds blow
over colder water, vertical mixing in the atmospheric boundary layer decreases and
stability is increased, thus decoupling the surface winds from stronger winds at the
top of the atmospheric boundary layer (Chelton & Xie, 2010). This results in slower
surface winds (decreased wind stress) over colder water. Therefore, the process of coastal
upwelling bringing colder waters up to the surface nearshore and setting up a cross-
shore SST gradient, where winds blow along the SST fronts, plays into the additional
formation of positive wind stress curl. This mechanism shows how wind stress curl is a
consequence of upwelling, and that realistic modeling efforts should include fully coupled
ocean-atmosphere interactions. It should be noted, however, that the model used in this
idealized study is not coupled, and thus the aforementioned feedback mechanism is not
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present.
Ekman pumping from positive (negative) wind stress curl in the northern
(southern) hemisphere is known to produce open ocean upwelling. In nearshore re-
gions (e.g. in the lee of capes where enhanced upwelling is observed) the role of wind
stress curl to this enhancement of upwelling is up for debate. Wind stress curl has been
found to be highly correlated with crosswind SST gradients and, to a slightly lesser
degree, SST itself in major upwelling regions such as the CCS and Cape Frio in Brazil
(Castelao, 2012). This correlation could be due to the feedback mechanism described
above, where coastal upwelling leads to the formation of SST fronts, which leads to
wind stress curl, but some argue that the wind stress curl is what leads to the enhanced
upwelling.
Conceptually this wind stress curl should not enhance total upwelling; rather, it
would change the structure of the upwelling (Enriquez & Friehe, 1995; Capet et al., 2004;
Jacox & Edwards, 2012). It is shown in an idealized two-dimensional model by Jacox
and Edwards (2012) that the presence of positive wind stress curl due to nearshore wind
reduction actually reduces the source depth of upwelled water due to offshore (rather
than near the coast) divergence in the surface Ekman layer. This surface layer divergence
and a reduction in the offshore extent of the inner shelf results in more water upwelled
from the ocean interior and less transport of cold, nutrient-rich water upwelled within the
bottom boundary layer (BBL). Additionally, if the bathymetry has a weaker slope (e.g.
with a lower Burger number S = αN|f | , where α is the shelf slope, N =
√
(−g/ρ0)∂ρ/∂z
is the buoyancy frequency, and f is the Coriolis parameter), higher proportions of water
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from the bottom boundary layer are upwelled and the boundary of the inner shelf region,
defined as the region near the coast where surface and bottom boundary layers mix,
is shifted farther offshore. This increased offshore extent of the inner shelf boundary
reduces the effect that a positive wind stress curl has on proportion of water upwelled
from the BBL. If the area of positive wind stress curl is confined within the distance of
the inner shelf, then there is essentially no difference between the curl and curl-free case
in terms of this BBL transport proportion (Jacox & Edwards, 2012). In contrast, for
steeper slopes (higher Burger number) the inner shelf does not extend as far offshore
and so positive wind stress curl greatly reduces the proportion of water upwelled from
the BBL, thus reducing source depth. For these fundamental reasons, it appears that
while positive wind stress curl may be well correlated with areas of enhanced upwelling
in the lee of capes, it is not the cause of these enhancements. With this in mind, some
simple idealized simulations were carried out to get an idea of how the upwelling that
occurs under constant, uniform winds compares to that under positive wind stress curl
conditions where everything else is held the same.
1.2.1 Early idealized simulations
All of the simulations in this paper are carried out using the Regional Ocean Modeling
System (ROMS) which will be described in more detail later. I initially constructed
three grids for these early simulations which featured capes with varying cross-shore
bathymetry profiles that resembled the bathymetry at Cape Blanco, Cape Mendocino,
and Point Arena. In these early simulations, the cross-shore bathymetry is identical at
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every alongshore point, but is shifted offshore where the cape protrudes. The idealized
capes in each grid were made as a Gaussian shape, the same way as described for the
later model grids. Initial stratification was taken from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 data
(Locarnini et al., 2013; Zweng et al., 2013) as a single vertical profile off the coast from
Cape Mendocino and distributed onto the model grid such that initial stratification
was horizontally uniform. Two different forcing files were applied to these grids. One
had a uniform alongshore wind stress, τys = −0.1 Pa, and zero cross-shore wind stress,
τxs = 0.0 Pa. The other had a more realistic wind stress field that featured positive
wind stress curl in the lee of the cape, but had the same offshore wind stress magnitude
and direction as the constant wind case. This pseudo-realistic forcing file (Figure 1.2)
was modeled off of data from the Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction
System (COAMPS) model of real wind data around Cape Mendocino during a medium
strength upwelling event. Both forcing files included a two day spin-up followed by 8
more days of constant winds. Simulations were run for 10 day upwelling events using
both forcing files on each grid. Between these three locations, the modeled SST were
slightly different, but the relative differences between the modeled SST with no wind
stress curl and with positive wind stress curl at each location were similar. Rather
than present all of the results modeled, I will present only results from the grid with
cross-shore bathymetry that resembled the bathymetry at Point Arena. The idealized
Point Arena bathymetry used in these simulations is shown in Figure 1.3.
In all model configurations, the constant wind case resulted in colder water
near the surface after 10 days (Figure 1.4) and with greater upwelling source depth
7
Figure 1.2: Idealized forcing used in early simulations. This structure was created to
resemble COAMPS model data during a medium strength upwelling event off of Cape
Mendocino. This forcing field results in realistic magnitude positive wind stress curl.
8
Figure 1.3: Cross-shore slice and contour plot of idealized Point Arena bathymetry. In
the cross-shore slice, the true bathymetry is shown in red and the idealized bathymetry
is in blue. The method in which the idealized bathymetry was created is discussed in
the Model Grids section (2.3)
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than the positive wind stress curl cases. While ten constant days of upwelling winds is
unlikely in nature and wind stress of -0.1 Pa are fairly strong winds especially for ten
days of upwelling, it is still very enlightening to look at the SST maps in Figure 1.4. The
two SST colormaps are using the same colorbar scale, so it is quickly apparent that the
SST in the zero wind stress curl case is much colder and more evenly spread throughout
the alongshore region. This is because, as Jacox and Edwards (2012) explain, with zero
wind stress curl, all of the divergence in the surface Ekman layer is at the coastline, and
so all of the upwelled water is supplied from the bottom boundary layer to the surface
very close to the coastline. Due to the amount of upwelled water along the coast in the
zero curl model, it is hard to discern the amount of enhanced upwelling in the lee of
the cape, though there is an apparent larger area of cold surface waters just south of
the tip of the cape. Alternatively, when looking at the positive wind stress curl case in
Figure 1.4, most upwelling (i.e., coldest surface temperatures) clearly occurs in the lee
of the cape. Relative to the zero wind stress curl case, however, the upwelled water is
not nearly as cold or widespread. These results inspired the search for a different cause
of this enhanced upwelling seen in observational data (Figure 1.1).
1.3 Topographic features and enhanced upwelling
By looking at bathymetric maps of various upwelling regions (i.e., the CCS in Figure
1.5, among others), one thing that stood out was that many capes which see enhanced
upwelling have a definite change in shelf width at the cape. Pringle (2002) studied the
effect of changing shelf width along a uniform coast and found that with upwelling fa-
10
Figure 1.4: SST after 10 days of upwelling favorable winds. Both grids are the same,
with the bathymetry shown in Figure 1.3 resembling an idealized Point Arena cross-
shore bathymetric profile. The run on the left is with positive wind stress curl (i.e., the
forcing shown in Figure 1.2). The run on the right is with zero wind stress curl.
vorable winds and a shelf that decreases in width in the direction of long coastal trapped
wave propagation (downwave), upwelling is enhanced. The effect of the change in shelf
width only affects the flow in the downwave direction, and the upwelling is enhanced
relative to that in a uniform shelf width configuration (Pringle, 2002). If one conducts a
thought experiment with a straight coastline and two regions, one narrow shelf, one wide
shelf, and with no alongshore variations (i.e., no alongshore surface pressure gradient),
then a balance between the bottom stress (parameterized as a linear drag coefficient
times the depth-averaged alongshore velocity) and the surface wind stress arises. This
balance results in an alongshore velocity that is everywhere uniform and downwind.
11
Figure 1.5: Contour plot of bathymetry along parts of the CCS. Solid blue lines mark
the 100 meter and 400 meter isobaths.
12
Now consider the point where the narrow shelf region transitions into a wide shelf in
the downwind direction. Since the flow over these two regions is uniform, then in order
to conserve volume there must be a net transport of deep water onto the shelf where it
widens to provide this additional transport. Though the thought experiment is highly
simplified, the results in Pringle (2002) are largely consistent with this idea. Pringle
also found that this change in shelf width only affects the flow for a certain frictional
distance downwave of the change before a balance between the frictional terms and the
forcing occurs and the flow adjusts (Pringle, 2002). Thus, the enhanced upwelling only
exists within this frictional distance downwave of where the shelf width narrows.
The models presented in this thesis, while still idealized studies, are three
dimensional and do not contain all of the simplifications mentioned above. Additionally,
Pringle (2002) used a straight coastline with no capes. Thus the same balances will
not apply directly, but the underlying dynamics causing enhanced upwelling in Pringle
(2002) could still play a large role in the observed enhancement of upwelling in the lee of
capes which feature this downwave narrowing shelf. The goal of this study is to examine
the effects of changing shelf width, capes, and a combination of capes with changing
shelf width on coastal upwelling.
In section 2, I will discuss the methods used in this study, including the model
framework (ROMS), the model setup, and the grids created for each scenario. Then, in
section 3, I will discuss the results of the models and compare the different scenarios.
Section 4 will describe the dynamics leading to the enhanced upwelling through anal-
ysis of the depth-averaged, along-isobath momentum balances and the depth-averaged
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relative vorticity balance. Finally, in section 5, I will present a discussion and summary
of this study.
2 Methods
2.1 Regional Ocean Modeling System
All of the modeling efforts in this study were carried out using the Regional Ocean
Modeling System (ROMS) (Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2005). ROMS is a free-surface,
terrain-following, primitive equations ocean model and is very robust in its applica-
tions. The code is written in F90/F95 and various physical and numerical options can
be activated through C-preprocessing. This code is highly parallel and thus running
large models is possible in a reasonable amount of time when the computing resources
are available, such as a computer cluster. When run on a parallel machine, the code
partitions the 3-dimensional computational grid into a user-defined number of even par-
titions called tiles. Each tile is operated on by a separate parallel thread, advancing
all of the equations in the model for each tiled section at the same time. For example,
the models presented in this study ran on 80 cores, thus the grid was split into 80 tiles.
Each tile also includes an outer region called a “halo”. The halo of each tile is a small
region that actually overlaps the neighboring tile. The halo points are updated in be-
tween the interior point computations. The purpose of these halos is to synchronize the
solution in these overlapping areas, ensuring continuity in all variable states. This act of
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tiling uses distributed memory parallelization through MPI to exchange data between
threads and nodes. All input and output is handled through the master thread (the
master process) and is done in netCDF. For input, the master process reads in the input
files and distributes the information for each tile to its associated process. When the
variable states are to be written to an output netCDF file, this master process collects
the information from each tile and writes the output data to the appropriate netCDF file
before proceeding. This output write only happens at user-defined time step intervals.
ROMS makes use of the staggered Arakawa C-grid to store variable informa-
tion. This makes all of the variables easy to handle due to the fact that they are all on
the fixed staggered grids in positions that make physical sense, with the velocity points
displaced midway between temperature points for accurate calculation of gradients.
2.1.1 ROMS strong scaling analysis
I have performed a strong scaling analysis of the ROMS code in a similar setting as the
model configurations used in this study, except on much smaller grids. ROMS allows
the use of both low-level and high-level MPI calls, but low-level is used by default. I
tested both scenarios, and for the number of cores that models were run on for this
study, the low-level MPI calls scaled slightly better, so the analysis shown here will
be for code using low-level MPI calls. In ROMS modeling, each tile is operated on by
one core. If this were an embarrassingly parallel process, then doubling the amount of
tiles (i.e., cores) should half the amount of time to run the model. However, this is not
embarrassingly parallel, namely due to the amount of time spent passing information
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Figure 2.1: Strong scaling analysis of ROMS. Pictured here is the time to run the
model versus number of cores used, the speedup of the model versus number of cores,
and the efficiency of the model versus the number of cores. The baseline for speedup
and efficiency is the model that was run on 16 cores.
between tiles. Naturally, there is a point of tiling resolution where the added benefit
of using more cores does not outweigh the additional time spent passing information.
The rest of this section focuses on results from a strong scaling analysis of the ROMS
code, using its default low-level MPI calls, and with tiling resolutions that are more or
less square (i.e., 4× 4, 4× 8, 6× 8, etc...). The effect of tiling shape also has an effect,
but that will not be addressed here. For each set number of cores being used, I ran the
model three times to get an average time to run.
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Using more cores results in a faster model run, but once 80 or more cores are
being used, the decrease in time to run becomes much smaller. This is apparent in
the speedup of the model versus the number of cores. The speedup is calculated with
respect to the baseline of 16 cores, and it was calculated by dividing the time it took the
model to run on 16 cores by the time it took the model to run on more than 16 cores.
This speedup is shown in Figure 2.1 along with a line representing a perfectly linear
speedup (i.e., an embarrassingly parallel problem). The strong scaling of this ROMS
code is very good; the speedup of the model is greater than a linear speedup from about
16 to 48 cores. This is further seen in the plot of the model efficiency in Figure 2.1,
calculated as a percentage of a perfectly linear speedup. This confirms that the ROMS
model is more efficient than a linear speedup between 16 and 48 cores, but even past
that, the model scales very well all the way up to about 80 cores. After 80 cores, the
efficiency drops down a little, but even up at 128 cores the model is still at an efficiency
of 74%. The biggest drop in efficiency happens between 80 and 96 cores, dropping from
95% to 85%. All of the model configurations presented in this study were run on 80
cores, so the efficiency of the model was still very good for these runs.
2.2 Model setup
For all of the models in this paper, except for the single cape models mentioned in
Section 1.2.1, there were 800 grid points in the zonal direction and 2400 grid points
in the meridional direction. A horizontal resolution of 500 meters was used in both
directions, so the grid spans 400 kilometers zonally and 1200 kilometers meridionally.
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The coastal and offshore boundaries are both closed boundaries, with no flow through
either. The offshore extent of these models is 400 kilometers so that the offshore effects
of this closed boundary minimally affect the dynamics nearshore, which is the focus area
of this study. The northern and southern boundaries are periodic; all flow through the
southern boundary re-enters the model through the northern boundary. The periodic
boundary conditions are satisfied in the grids, the forcing, and the initial conditions.
Each model was vertically discretized into 30 terrain-following s coordinate levels. The
vertical stretching function used is described in Shchepetkin and McWilliams (2009).
Higher vertical resolution was achieved in the surface and bottom mixed layers by setting
the stretching function control parameters to θS = 2 for the surface and θB = 1 for the
bottom, thus capturing the surface and bottom mixed layers in better detail. The
minimum ocean depth in the model was set to 4 meters.
All of the model configurations presented in this paper represent an eastern
boundary current system in the northern hemisphere. The models use an f-plane ap-
proximation where the Coriolis parameter is set to f = 9.73× 10−5 which corresponds
to the value in the Cape Mendocino area. Since this is an idealized study, latitude and
longitude coordinates are not used. Instead, the Arikawa C-grid is set up on a standard
Cartesian coordinate system where x is zero offshore and increases eastward and y is
zero to the south and increases northward.
A General Length Scale vertical mixing scheme (Umlauf & Burchard, 2003)
was used with parameters set for the k−  turbulence closure for the vertical turbulent
mixing of momentum.
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2.2.1 Forcing and initial conditions
Since the rest of this study is focused on the effects of topographic variations on up-
welling, a uniform wind stress field was used to force all of the following model runs. Due
to the idealized nature of the grids used, where the coastline is oriented perfectly in the
north-south direction, northerly winds are upwelling favorable. The initial wind stress
is zero in both directions, with a two day spin-up period where the northerly winds
increase smoothly as a sine function until they reach their maximum, corresponding to
a surface stress of τys = −0.05 Pa. From day two until the end of the model runs (day
10), the wind stress is held constant. The surface stress in the eastward direction, τxs , is
zero everywhere, and the surface stress in the northward direction, τys , is uniform across
the entire domain.
Initial conditions for both temperature and salinity were pulled from a vertical
profile in the World Ocean Atlas 2013 data (Locarnini et al., 2013; Zweng et al., 2013)
about 170 kilometers offshore of Cape Mendocino. The model grids have a maximum
depth of 400 meters, so only the top 400 meters of data were taken. This data was then
interpolated onto the z coordinate at every horizontal grid location in the model. Thus,
the initial stratification is horizontally uniform at each depth. This makes viewing
upwelling easier, since specific temperature waters all started out at the same depth
throughout the whole grid. The ocean starts at rest for each new model run, with no
initial currents anywhere in the grid.
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2.3 Model grids
The grid used in Section 1.2.1 were only used for early simulations, so they will not be
further discussed here. However, the bathymetry and cape in that grid was made in a
similar way to those in the grids used in the rest of the paper which will be discussed
here.
The cross-shore bathymetry at every meridional slice is piece-wise defined
around the shelf break, to ensure a continental slope and shelf setup that resembles
the cross-shore bathymetry along much of the coastline in the CCS (recall Figure 1.3).
The continental slope is typically much steeper than the shelf, and by using a piece-wise
defined function, this can be re-created in our idealized setting. In the grids within this
study, all of the cross-shore bathymetric profiles were created with piece-wise exponen-
tial functions of the form:
ZB(x) =

c1e
sx − hmax, continental shelf
c2e
−0.00108x + c3e−0.00118x + c4e−0.00128x − hmax, continental slope
(2.1)
where
c1 = hmax − hmin,
s =
1
lsh
log
(
zsb + hmax
c1
)
In the above notation, hmax = 400 meters is the maximum ocean depth, hmin = 4
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meters is the minimum ocean depth, lsh is the width of the shelf in meters (varies in
different grids), and zsb = 125 meters is the depth of the shelf break. The exponents
for the continental slope portion of (2.1) were chosen to get the desired steepness of
the continental slope and stay constant in all model grids. The coefficients c2, c3, and
c4 are determined through the solution of a matrix problem to ensure continuity at
the shelf break up to the second derivative (i.e., zB(x) ∈ C2). To get the axis to
be oriented as desired, with x = 0 offshore and increasing towards the coast, we set
Z∗B(x) = ZB(xmax − x). Note that −hmax = −400 ≤ Z∗B(x) ≤ −hmin = −4 meters;
therefore, we set Z∗B(x) = −h(x).
The capes in these model grids are defined as Gaussian functions,
Ygauss(y) = lmask +
a
σ
√
2pi
e
−(y−yc)2
2σ2 , (2.2)
where lmask defines the number of meters of land to leave at the right of the grid,
a = 472 km2 is the amplitude of the Gaussian (the cape protrudes about 47 km at
it’s widest point), σ = 24 km is the standard deviation of the Gaussian, and yc is the
alongshore location of the center point of the cape. For the grids with two capes, two
of these functions would be added together, but with different yc values. The equation
defining the cross-shore bathymetry (2.1) is piece-wise defined around the shelf break.
When creating these grids, I defined the shelf break position relative to the coastline
using this Gaussian (2.2).
In the grids with varying shelf width, the narrow shelf is set to be 15 kilometers
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wide and the wider shelf is 30 kilometers wide. In the varying shelf width grid that
includes the capes, the shelf is narrow to the north of the northern cape and to the
south of the southern cape, leaving the wide shelf area in the region between the two
capes. The shelf width is 15 kilometers at the tip of the northern (southern) cape and
linearly increases to 30 kilometers wide over a 50 kilometer distance to the south (north).
This two cape, varying shelf width grid can be seen in Figure 2.2. The same method
was used to build the varying shelf width grid with no capes. The locations where
the shelf begins changing in this grid match with where they change in the grid with
the two capes. For every different shelf width, new coefficients must be found for the
cross-shelf bathymetry following equation (2.1). Thus, the matrix equation used to find
these coefficients that determine the shelf slope must be resolved at every meridional
grid location in the regions of changing shelf width.
Additional grids were created to compare against these two main grids. In
total there are six grids that were modeled: two cape with varying shelf width, no cape
with varying shelf width, two cape with narrow (15 km) shelf, no cape with narrow (15
km) shelf, two cape with wide (30 km) shelf, and no cape with wide (30 km) shelf.
3 Results
The models presented here are all 10 day upwelling events that have undergone the same
steady wind forcing described earlier. This section will focus primarily on the structure
of the flow, the temperature flux, and also the contributors to onshore transport, all
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Figure 2.2: Contour plot of the two cape, varied shelf width grid. The red dotted line
represents the 125 isobath which is the shelf break.
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averaged over the 10th day unless otherwise stated. We will also examine the volume
transport streamfunctions for the different model runs. These streamfunctions will
be presented here as additional visual evidence of increased onshore transport, but
they will also be used subsequently for the vorticity analysis. The volume transport
streamfunction is calculated using the depth-integrated velocities,
(U, V ) =
∫ η
−h
(u, v)dz, (3.1)
where h is the undisturbed water depth and η is the free-surface height. Thus, the
velocities are vertically integrated through the entire water column. With these new
vertically integrated velocities, we can express the volume transport streamfunction, Ψ,
as follows:
U = −∂Ψ
∂y
, V =
∂Ψ
∂x
. (3.2)
From here, we can easily solve for the volume transport streamfunction by numerically
integrating V from the coast out to some offshore distance and then checking that the
calculated Ψ satisfies the U equation in (3.2). The volume transport streamfunction is
useful to plot because its contours demarcate volumes of water moving throughout the
domain.
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Average temperature rate of change (across 75 meter isobath). Units: °C·day−1
Alongshore
section
2 cape,
varied
No cape,
varied
2 cape,
wide
No cape,
wide
2 cape,
narrow
No cape,
narrow
850-900 km -0.0618 -0.0393 -0.0414 -0.0119 -0.0545 -0.0420
800-900 km -0.0676 -0.0576 -0.0330 -0.0119 -0.0484 -0.0418
Table 3.1: Temperature rate of change, averaged over day 10, inshore of the 75 meter
isobath averaged over along-isobath sections. Note that the listed “alongshore section”
represents the true alongshore segment, but the temperature rates of change were aver-
aged over the length of the isobath that lies within this alongshore section. These rates
are vertically integrated to represent the temperature rate of change throughout the full
water column and then averaged along the along-isobath segment.
3.1 Flow and temperature analysis
Note that the no cape, uniform shelf width grids produce very similar temperature rates
of change when averaged over different sections of the grid. In the grids with no capes
and uniform shelf widths upwelling results from Ekman dynamics, with no topographic
effects. The upwelling should be independent of alongshore location. These two grids
do not have their own subsection because they are used purely as comparison cases for
the other grids which feature either a cape, a varying shelf width, or a combination of
both.
3.1.1 No cape, varying shelf width grid
Focusing on the northern part of the grid, where the shelf widens downwind, a noticeable
enhancement of upwelling (Figure 3.1) is visible, indicated by colder surface waters,
compared to the areas of constant shelf width to the north (narrower shelf) and to the
south (wider shelf). The coldest water at the surface is 8.65 degrees Celsius , which
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corresponds to a source depth of 140 meters, and appears near y = 865−870 kilometers.
Figure 3.1: SST with depth averaged velocity vectors on the grid with no capes and a
varying shelf width. 24 hour average on the 10th day of upwelling. Only the portion of
the grid around the northern cape and closer to the shore areas is shown. Recall: shelf
width is widening between the 900-850 kilometer alongshore marks.
The depth-averaged flow is generally in the downwind direction everywhere
away from the area of changing shelf width. The flow is faster over the narrow shelf
than it is over the wider shelf. However, the greatest magnitude depth-averaged velocity
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can be seen around the 875 kilometer alongshore mark, which is about in the middle
of the shelf width transition zone. While in this transition zone, the depth-averaged
velocity bends offshore, in the along-isobath direction. Where the velocity accelerates
and begins to bend offshore, following the changing shelf width, the depth-averaged
velocities directly inshore, within about 10 kilometers of the coast, decrease substantially
compared to the nearshore velocities at other alongshore locations.
Looking at the streamlines defined by the volume transport streamfunction
(Figure 3.2), it can clearly be seen that there are streamlines that are offshore of the
shelf break in the narrow shelf regions that are brought up onto the shelf where the shelf
widens. Streamlines move onto the shelf starting where the shelf widens, are at their
shallowest isobaths right when the shelf reaches its maximum width, and then slowly
shift back offshore over the duration of the wider shelf. More streamlines are slightly
shifted offshore when the shelf narrows, indicating slight downwelling, but they return
onto the shelf just south of that region. These streamlines clearly indicate where the
upwelling occurs and line up with the evidence of upwelling seen in the SST plot (Figure
3.1).
The average rates of change of temperature (Table 3.1) for this grid support the
observed enhanced upwelling and provide evidence that a widening shelf downstream
enhances upwelling in that area. The averaged rate of change of temperature along the
75 meter isobath in the 850-900 km region for the no cape, varying shelf grid shows
a cooling that is roughly 6.43% less than it is for the no cape, narrow shelf grid and
230.25% larger than in the no cape, wide shelf grid. Interestingly, when considering
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Figure 3.2: Contours of the volume transport streamfunction for the no cape, varying
shelf width model. These contours represent streamlines. The shelf break, which is at
125 meters depth, is the solid red line. The 75 meter isobath is represented by the
dotted red line. This isobath is used in the momentum balance analysis.
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the larger alongshore region, 800-900 km alongshore, the temperature in the no cape,
varying shelf grid is cooling 37.8% faster than in the no cape, narrow shelf grid and
384.03% faster than in the no cape, wide shelf grid. The average temperature rate of
change is consistently much slower in the no cape, wide shelf grid than either of the
other no cape grids. When comparing the uniform narrow shelf to the varying shelf,
however, it is not evident which leads to more upwelling when only considering the area
of changing shelf width (850-900 km). When looking at the larger region (800-900 km)
it is clear that having a straight coastline with a shelf that widens downstream produces
more upwelling of deep, cold water than if the shelf was a uniform width, evidenced by
the faster cooling of water inshore of the 75 meter isobath.
3.1.2 Two cape, constant shelf width grids
These two grids are included as a comparison case for the two cape, varying shelf width
scenario. This allows examination of how adding in a varying shelf width to these cape
grids enhances upwelling. In both of these grids, there is some enhanced upwelling at
and directly south of the tip of the cape. A quick comparison of the SST maps for these
two cape, uniform shelf width grids (Figure 3.3) and the no cape, varying shelf width
(Figure 3.1) and two cape, varying shelf width (Figure 3.4) shows that having a varying
shelf width does enhance the amount of deep, cold upwelled water.
Referencing Table 3.1, and comparing the temperature rates from the two
cape, uniform shelf grids, to the rates from the no cape, uniform shelf grids, it is clear
that including a cape does increase the temperature rate of change in favor of upwelling
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Figure 3.3: SST with depth averaged velocity vectors on the grids with two capes and
uniform shelf width. 24 hour average on the 10th day of upwelling. Only the portion of
the grid around the northern cape and closer to the shore areas is shown.
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(faster decrease in temperature). A narrow shelf with a cape has about a 30% faster
cooling in the 850-900 km section and a 15.8% faster cooling in the 800-900 km section
than if there were no cape. A wide shelf with a cape results in a 247.90% faster cooling
in the 850-900 km section and a 177.31% faster cooling in the 800-900 km section than
if there were no cape.
3.1.3 Two cape, varying shelf width grid
In the case of the varying shelf width with capes, we expect enhanced upwelling in the
lee of the northern cape and weakened upwelling in the lee of the southern cape due to
dynamics explained by Pringle (2002). This appears to be the case when examining the
volume transport streamlines for this grid in Figure 3.5.
Near the northern cape, there is a noticeable enhancement of upwelling in the
lee of the cape, again indicated by the colder surface waters (Figure 3.4). The coldest
upwelled water here is 8.62 degrees Celsius, corresponding to a source depth of 141.78
meters, and is 0.03 degrees Celsius colder and from 1.95 meters deeper than the varying
shelf width and no cape model. While this is not a huge difference in temperature
or source depth, it was a consistent result and a more significant difference becomes
apparent when examining the rates of change of temperature and the overall volume
of cold, upwelled water later in this section. There is, however, a significant difference
in temperature when compared to the model grids which included capes but had a
constant shelf width. The two cape grid with a constant narrow (wide) shelf width
had a maximum source depth of 127.74 (125) meters and minimum SST of 9.18 (8.99)
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degrees Celsius, that is 0.56 (0.37) degrees warmer and 14.04 (16.78) meters shallower
than the coldest/deepest upwelled water in the two cape case with varying shelf width.
Figure 3.4: SST with depth averaged velocity vectors on the grid with two capes and
a varying shelf width. 24 hour average on the 10th day of upwelling. Only the portion
of the grid around the northern cape and closer to the shore areas is shown.
The depth-averaged flow is faster over the narrow shelf than it is over the wider
shelf, when away from the cape. The flow generally follows the direction of the coastline
north and south of the cape. As water approaches the windward side, it accelerates as
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it begins to flow around the cape. The greatest magnitude velocity occurs just offshore
and a fraction to the north of the tip of the cape. Then as the flow relaxes around
the tip of the cape, it overshoots slightly before bending back toward the coast. This
results in a pocket of very low depth-averaged velocity just offshore on the south side
of the tip of the cape. There are even very small positive depth-averaged velocities
found right at the south end of the tip of the cape, in this low velocity area, indicating
some very slight re-circulation. Just a little further south of this area, where the shelf is
widening, the depth-averaged velocities rotate back towards the coast and point more
in the cross-isobath direction.
Similar to the no cape, varying shelf width case, we can clearly see evidence of
upwelling in the streamlines for the two cape, varying shelf width grid (Figure 3.5). The
streamlines here behave in almost the same way as the no cape grid. Streamlines which
start offshore of the shelf break north of the northern cape are brought up onto the shelf
first at the tip of the cape, but then more dramatically in the lee of the cape. These
streamlines then slowly move back off the shelf. North of the southern cape, where the
shelf begins narrowing, streamlines are pushed even further offshore of the shelf break,
but in the lee of the southern cape they return slightly onto the shelf. This indicates a
slight amount of downwelling at the northern end of the southern cape where the shelf
is narrowing. More evident, however, is the enhanced upwelling seen beginning at the
tip of the northern cape and more so in the lee of the northern cape. This matches the
SST around the northern cape seen in Figure 3.4.
A larger difference in enhanced upwelling between the grids becomes apparent
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Figure 3.5: Contours of the volume transport streamfunction on the two cape, varying
shelf width model. These contours represent streamlines. The shelf break, which is at
125 meters depth, is the solid red line. The 75 meter isobath is represented by the
dotted red line. This isobath is used in the momentum balance analysis.
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when looking at the averaged temperature rates of change inshore of the 75 meter
isobath in Table 3.1. The temperature rates in both regions are largest in this two cape,
varied shelf width grid. Directly in the lee of the cape, in the 850-900 km region, the two
cape, varied shelf width case results in an average temperature rate of cooling that is
13.4% faster than in the two cape, narrow shelf grid, 49.3% faster than in the two cape,
wide shelf grid, and 57.25% faster than the no cape, varied shelf width grid. This last
result is very significant. The presence of a cape at the changing shelf width location
greatly enhances upwelling directly in the lee of the cape when compared to having a
changing shelf width and no cape. Additionally, the changing shelf width does also, to
a lesser degree in this 850-900 km section, enhance upwelling as compared to the two
cape, uniform shelf width grids.
When considering the larger alongshore section (800-900 km), the two cape,
varying shelf width grid results in an average temperature rate of cooling that is 39.67%
faster than in the two cape, narrow shelf grid, 104.8% faster than in the two cape, wide
shelf grid, and 17.36% faster than in the no cape, varying shelf width grid. Here we see
the greater influence of the changing shelf width taking part. When considering this
larger region, the increase in temperature rate of change is smaller, but still an increase,
between the two cape, varied shelf grid and the no cape, varied shelf grid than it is in
the smaller (850-900 km) section. In contrast, the increase in the two cape, varied shelf
grid over the two cape, uniform shelf grids is much greater over this larger region than
it is over the smaller region. All of this seems to point to the presence of a cape causing
a much more localized enhancement of upwelling directly in the lee of the cape, whereas
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a changing shelf width causes an enhancement of upwelling over a more spatially broad
region, affecting temperature changes further south.
Examining the rates of change of temperature in these regions gives a good
indication of the which grids are enhancing upwelling more so than others. However,
more work with the heat budget is being conducted. Further analysis is being done
examining the heat fluxes into, and out of, the control volumes defined by the alongshore
segments used above and the 75 meter isobath. Once we can close the heat budget in
these control volumes, we can determine where the colder water is coming in from and
how the fluxes in the different grids compare.
3.2 Volume transports
Total onshore cross-isobath transport is calculated along the 75 meter isobath to see
the alongshore structure of the onshore transport. The standard northward and east-
ward velocity components were projected into the along- and cross-isobath directions
when calculating onshore transport. This onshore transport is calculated by vertically
integrating only the onshore cross-isobath flow. At every along-isobath grid point, if
the flow in a vertical grid cell was offshore in the cross-isobath direction, that grid cell
was skipped in the vertical integration.
We can see, in Figure 3.6, the enhanced onshore cross-isobath transport over
the widening shelf portion (850-900 km alongshore), and a little south of that, is larger
in the two cape grid than it is in the no cape grid. It is also good to note that the
transport is much further enhanced in the northern portion of the grid, where the shelf
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Figure 3.6: Full onshore, cross-isobath transport in the two cape, varying shelf and
the no cape, varying shelf grids. This transport was calculated by vertically integrating
the cross-isobath velocity along the 75 meter isobath. Every vertical level that had a
negative (offshore) velocity was skipped to retain only the onshore transport. The only
offshore transport was confined mostly to the surface ekman layer.
is widening downstream, than it is in the southern portion of the grid, where the shelf
is narrowing downstream, consistent with Pringle (2002).
We can isolate some dynamics here to see some fundamental processes resulting
from topographic variations that could be leading to this enhanced onshore cross-isobath
transport. Consider the divergent barotropic model (the shallow water equations):

∂u
∂t + u · ∇hu− fv = −g ∂η∂x
∂v
∂t + u · ∇hv + fu = −g ∂η∂y
∂η
∂t +∇h · (hu) = 0,
(3.3)
where η is the free-surface height, u = (u, v) is the horizontal velocity vector, and
∇h =
(
∂
∂x ,
∂
∂y
)
. If we consider this model in the steady limit, that is ∂∂t = 0, the
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continuity equation (third equation in (3.3)) becomes
∇h · (hu) = 0.
Expanding this out with the product rule produces the following balance:
u¯ · ∇hh = −h∇h · u¯, (3.4)
where the over-bar (¯) represents a depth-averaged value.
This relationship (3.4) is a very fundamental property, but sheds light on a
possible reason for enhanced upwelling over a widening shelf. Inviscid, unforced fluid
conserves potential vorticity (PV= f+ζh ) and thus the flow follows isolines of PV; thus,
depth-averaged flow diverges over a downstream widening shelf. While this model is
not inviscid, the flow still tends to follow contours of potential vorticity. This can
be seen in the widening of the streamlines in Figures 3.2 and 3.5 over the wide shelf
area. In all of these grids, ∇hh points offshore and is therefore negative everywhere.
The relationship (3.4) reveals that in this shelf configuration, flow divergence must be
accompanied by onshore cross-isobath transport. This fundamental process explains
why there is enhanced onshore transport when the shelf widens downwind.
This balance does not explain all of the additional onshore transport because
the models here are not inviscid, not quite at steady-state, and there are some baroclinic
processes that are ignored in the shallow water equations. However, considering all of
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this, the relationship given by (3.4) still holds very well. Across the entire domain the
maximum residual of this balance is only on the order of 10−4 relative to the actual
values computed from either side of the balance itself.
While the steady, divergent barotropic model’s continuity balance (3.4) does
not explain all of the cross-isobath transport, it does explain some of it. The vertically
integrated cross-isobath transport driven by these steady, divergent barotropic dynamics
can be seen for the two cape, varied shelf width model in Figure 3.7. It is clear that
these fundamental processes drive onshore cross-isobath transport just north of the tip
of the capes, and more just south of the tip of the cape. Most of the transport occurs
along the shelf-break. There is also larger transport on both sides of the northern cape
than at the southern cape, which is consistent with other analysis. This is reassuring
that the steady limit of the divergent barotropic model gives a simple, yet fairly accurate
depiction of a cause of onshore transport.
4 Dynamics
In order to understand what is driving the enhanced upwelling that we see, it is ben-
eficial to examine the momentum and vorticity balances. ROMS standard diagnostic
output includes all of the momentum terms and the depth-averaged momentum terms.
The vorticity terms can be calculated from these terms and will be shown later. For
the dynamical analysis done in this paper, it is most beneficial to examine the depth-
averaged momentum terms so that we can see the net effects throughout the water
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Figure 3.7: Vertically integrated cross-isobath transport calculated from the steady-
state continuity equation in the divergent barotropic model. This is for the two cape,
varied shelf width grid on the left and the no cape, varied shelf width grid on the right.
∇H < 0 everywhere, so positive values represent onshore cross-isobath transport. Units
are m2s−1.
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column.
4.1 Momentum balances
All of the momentum terms are output in standard northward and eastward coordinates,
but for this analysis I transformed them into along- and cross-isobath coordinates. This
is more intuitive for studying upwelling as we can then easily see how the flow will either
be moving up, down, or along the shelf even when we are looking at the areas where
the isobaths curve around the capes or where the shelf width is changing.
The depth-averaged momentum equations in Cartesian coordinates, before the
along- cross-isobath transformation, along with their associated names in the standard
ROMS diagnostic output are:

ACCELx︷︸︸︷
∂u¯
∂t
=
CORx︷︸︸︷
fv¯
HADVx︷ ︸︸ ︷
− (u¯ · ∇) u¯
PGFx︷ ︸︸ ︷
−1
ρ
∂p
∂x
+
SSTRx︷ ︸︸ ︷
τxs
ρ0H
BSTRx︷ ︸︸ ︷
− τ
x
b
ρ0H
+
HVISCx︷ ︸︸ ︷
Kh∇2u¯
ACCELy︷︸︸︷
∂v¯
∂t
=
CORy︷︸︸︷
−fu¯
HADVy︷ ︸︸ ︷
− (u¯ · ∇) v¯
PGFy︷ ︸︸ ︷
−1
ρ
∂p
∂y
+
SSTRy︷ ︸︸ ︷
τys
ρ0H
BSTRy︷ ︸︸ ︷
− τ
y
b
ρ0H
+
HVISCy︷ ︸︸ ︷
Kh∇2v¯,
(4.1)
where superscripts x and y denote eastward and northward components, respectively.
The variable τs is the surface stress, τb is the bottom stress, Kh is the horizontal viscosity,
ρ0 = 1025 kg m
−3 is the reference density, ρ is the potential density, p is total pressure,
and H = h+η is the total water column height. The terms in the momentum equations
(4.1) are acceleration (ACCEL), Coriolis force (COR), horizontal nonlinear advection
(HADV), pressure gradient force (PGF), surface wind stress (SSTR), frictional bottom
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stress (BSTR), and horizontal viscous diffusion (HVISC). The pressure gradient and
Coriolis terms can be added together to show the ageostrophic pressure gradient term
(AGE = COR + PGF). This notation is convenient to consider the combined effects of
pressure gradient and Coriolis forces in areas that are not in geostrophic balance. The
horizontal viscosity is negligible, so it is not shown in the momentum balance figures,
and −Dv¯Dt = −ACCEL + HADV is the negative of the material derivative of v¯. It is
plotted as negative so that each term in the momentum balance figures is on the right
side of the momentum equation (4.1).
Figure 4.1: Terms in along-isobath momentum equation for the part of the domain
around the northern shelf width change. These terms are taken along the 75 meter
isobath highlighted in Figure 3.2. The dotted line at 850 km marks where the shelf
reaches it’s maximum width.
Figure 4.1 shows the along-isobath momentum balance around the northern
part of the grid, where there is enhanced upwelling. We see a balance mostly between
the surface and bottom stress north of the change in shelf width. Once the shelf begins
widening, the pressure gradient and Coriolis terms become large but remain mostly in
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geostrophic balance. Immediately after the shelf begins widening, however, the Coriolis
term outweighs the pressure gradient and the nonlinear advection compensates, resulting
in more of a gradient wind balance. There is also a bump in bottom stress while the
shelf is widening. In this area, the bottom stress outweighs the surface stress. To
leading order, it appears that this flow remains geostrophic. It is important to note the
magnitude of these terms when comparing them to the momentum balance for the two
cape, varied shelf width case in Figure 4.2. The Coriolis and pressure gradient terms in
the two cape, varied shelf width grid are about three times larger than in the no cape,
varied shelf case. The remaining terms are of similar scale in both grids.
Figure 4.2: Terms in along-isobath momentum equation for the part of the domain
around the northern cape. These terms are taken along the 75 meter isobath highlighted
in Figure 3.5. The outer-most dotted vertical lines represent where the cape begins and
ends, and this inner dotted lines represent the half-width of the cape.
Figure 4.2 only focuses on the northern cape in the two cape, varying shelf
width grid, where we get enhanced upwelling. Starting north of this cape, we see that
there is mostly a balance between the surface and the bottom stress terms. This is
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true farther downwind of the cape as well. The interesting dynamics take place once
the flow hits the northern part of the cape. We see an initial positive Coriolis term
starting around the 980 kilometer mark corresponding to an initial offshore cross-isobath
movement just north of where the cape begins. Once the flow passes the point where
the cape begins to protrude, there is a short period of negative Coriolis acceleration as
the flow shifts to the windward side of the cape that is not balanced by the pressure
gradient. Here, we see a negative Dv¯Dt term and an increasing bottom stress term. Just
before the tip of the cape, the Coriolis term becomes large and positive due to the inertial
movement of the flow moving offshore and across isobath. At the tip of the cape, the
pressure gradient term is largely negative, overcompensating for the Coriolis term. The
very steep pressure gradient change in the lee of the cape corresponds to a localized low
pressure just south of the tip of the cape. The ageostrophic pressure gradient is balanced
mostly by the material derivative of the along-isobath flow, indicating a gradient wind
balance at the cape. Just slightly north of the tip of the cape, the bottom stress reaches
its peak and doubles the magnitude of the surface stress. This large bottom stress is a
result of the along-isobath flow being accelerated around the windward side of the cape.
Just south of the cape, where the shelf begins to widen, the flow switches onshore in the
cross-isobath direction, signified by the negative Coriolis term. The maximum depth-
averaged onshore cross-isobath flow occurs around 20 kilometers south of the tip of the
cape. Here, the bottom stress once again balances the surface stress and the along-
isobath pressure gradient outweighs the Coriolis term. Between the tip of the cape and
the half-width on the lee of the cape, the flow is still in a gradient wind balance, but
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Figure 4.3: Free-surface height along the 75 meter isobath, averaged over the 10th day
of upwelling. Each line corresponds to a model run with a different grid.
south of the half-width it seems to be more geostrophic. Note that everywhere within
the gradient wind balance, the along-isobath pressure gradient is the dominant force.
At y = 850 kilometers, the shelf stops widening and another switch from onshore cross-
isobath flow to weakly offshore cross-isobath flow occurs. This is a temporary switch
and the momentum terms become very small south of the point where the shelf reaches
its maximum width.
More evidence of the importance of the along-isobath pressure gradient can be
seen when looking at the free-surface height, averaged over the 10th day of upwelling,
along the 75 meter isobath for all four grids (Figure 4.3). Grids with uniform shelf
width look the same around the southern cape and northern cape. The grids with
varying shelf width exhibit enhanced along-isobath pressure gradients at the northern
cape versus the southern cape. The two cape, varying shelf width grid sees a much more
drastic pressure gradient just in the lee of the northern cape when compared to all other
models. There is high pressure north of the cape, a very localized low pressure in the lee
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of the cape, followed by an even larger high pressure farther south of the northern cape.
The structure is similar at the southern cape, but the magnitude of the low pressure is
much smaller.
4.1.1 Geostrophic flow
Based on the along-isobath momentum balances for the two cape, varied shelf grid
(Figure 4.2) and the no cape, varied shelf (Figure 4.1), we see that at the 75 meter
isobath the flow is, to leading order, geostrophic. This means that the flow largely
follows contours of constant pressure. To determine how geostrophic the flow is, we
use the depth-averaged flow and the depth-averaged pressure gradient from the ROMS
diagnostics. If the flow is geostrophic, the dot product of the depth-averaged velocity
with the depth-averaged pressure gradient would be zero, and the value of this dot
product is a measure of geostrophy.
Figure 4.4 shows this measure of geostrophy for the no cape, varied shelf grid.
Except very near the coast, the flow is largely geostrophic. thus flow will tend to follow
the black contours of depth-averaged pressure. Follow the red pressure contour as an
example, geostrophic flow deviates from the isobath where the shelf begins to widen,
but it quickly adjusts and returns to roughly align with its original isobath.
Figure 4.5 shows the geostrophic balance measure for the two cape, varied shelf
width grid. Here, again, mostly geostrophic balance holds except for just at the south
end of the tip of the cape where an increase in nonlinear advection alters the balance,
and near the coast where frictional effects are non-negligible. The red sample contour
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Figure 4.4: Measure of how geostrophic the flow is, along with contours of depth-
averaged pressure in black, for the no cape, varied shelf grid. Values of zero on the
colorbar represent perfectly geostrophic flow. Green line represents the 75 meter isobath.
The red contour is a sample pressure contour.
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Figure 4.5: Measure of how geostrophic the flow is, along with contours of pressure
in black, for the two cape, varied shelf grid. Values of zero on the colorbar represent
perfectly geostrophic flow. Green line represents the 75 meter isobath. The red contour
is a sample pressure contour.
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starts offshore of the 75 meter isobath upwind of the cape and gets pushed even further
offshore just south of the tip of the cape. Then as the flow rounds the deep low pressure
off the south of the tip of the cape, the pressure contours, and hence the flow, travel far
onto the shelf. This onshore transport due to geostrophic flow is much more pronounced
here than in the no cape, varied shelf case. This example highlights the importance of
the along-isobath pressure gradient in driving enhanced upwelling in the lee of capes.
4.2 Vorticity balances
To help further diagnose the cause of the enhanced upwelling found in the lee of the cape
and to shed light on the cause of intensified along-isobath pressure gradient, we turn to
the depth-averaged vorticity equation. The depth-averaged relative vorticity equation
can be obtained by taking the curl of the depth-averaged momentum equations (4.1) and
keeping in mind that this model is using an f-plane approximation. Since the relative
vorticity is a scalar quantity, we do not need to transform into any new coordinate
systems.
∇×

∂u¯
∂t = fv¯ − (u¯ · ∇) u¯− 1ρ ∂p∂x +
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ρ0H
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+Kh∇2v¯
→
(
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=
[
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Now, to simplify things, we will keep some of these vorticity equation components in
terms of the curl of their momentum equation counterparts, and only explicitly express
certain terms that include the relative vorticity. Our depth-averaged vorticity equation
then becomes,
1︷︸︸︷
Dζ
Dt
=
2︷ ︸︸ ︷
−ζa∇ · u¯+
3︷ ︸︸ ︷
∇× PGF +
4︷ ︸︸ ︷
∇× FSTRESS +
5︷ ︸︸ ︷
∇×HVISC, (4.2)
where ζ = ∂v∂x − ∂u∂y is the relative vorticity, ζa = f + ζ is the absolute vorticity, DDt =
∂
∂t + u · ∇ is the material derivative, and FSTRESS = SSTR - BSTR. The first term
in equation (4.2) is the material derivative of the relative vorticity (i.e., the change of
the relative vorticity of the fluid in time as it moves along its streamline). The second
term in (4.2) corresponds to the stretching of the vortex tube, the third term is the joint
effect of baroclinicity and relief (JEBAR) term (Mertz & Wright, 1992), the fourth term
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is the curl of the surface stress minus the bottom stress, and the fifth term is the lateral
frictional effect.
In the process of taking the curl of the already depth-averaged momentum
terms, the pressure gradient term does not vanish because of the baroclinicity. The curl
of the barotropic pressure gradient terms vanish identically, but we are left with a term
that is known as JEBAR, the joint effect of baroclinicity and relief. The JEBAR term
seems to play a negative role in the along-isobath barotropic pressure gradient (Lin et
al., 2016). Vortex-tube stretching is driven by bottom velocities, not depth-averaged
velocities. The JEBAR term represents the geostrophic component of the correction
to the topographic vortex stretching term in (4.2) to account for the fact that depth-
averaged velocities, not bottom velocities, were used (Mertz & Wright, 1992).
In order to examine how the relative vorticity affects a volume of water as
it travels, we investigate the average of the depth-averaged relative vorticity terms
between the two streamlines marked in white in Figures 3.5 and 3.2. These streamlines
were obtained from the volume transport streamfunction (3.2). Since water parcels do
not cross streamlines, this gives us a good way of examining the changing vorticity
dynamics of a set volume of water as it travels along the coast.
Figure 4.6 shows the relative vorticity balance in the northern part of the grid
for the no cape, varied shelf width grid. North of the change in shelf width, there is a
balance between the curl of the surface minus bottom stress and the material derivative
of relative vorticity. In this area, the curl of the surface stress outweighs the curl
of the bottom stress. This is true everywhere except for directly south of where the
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Figure 4.6: Terms in the depth-averaged relative vorticity equation (4.2) for the no
cape, varied shelf width grid averaged between the two streamlines marked in white in
Figure 3.2. Note that the material derivative term (black) and the vortex stretching
term (pink) are plotted as negatives.
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Figure 4.7: Terms in the depth-averaged relative vorticity equation (4.2) for the two
cape, varied shelf width grid averaged between the two streamlines marked in white in
Figure 3.5. Note that the material derivative term (black) and the vortex stretching
term (pink) are plotted as negatives.
shelf begins to widen, where the curl of the bottom stress outweighs the curl of the
surface stress. Once the flow hits the changing shelf width, an initial large vortex tube
compression is found which soon relaxes and stretches back and then slowly oscillates
through compressing and stretching until it steadies out farther south of the shelf width
change. At that point the flow has fully adjusted to the new shelf width. Throughout
the changing shelf width area and a little south, there is a small correction term to the
vortex stretching, evident through the JEBAR term. Throughout most of this area, the
leading order balance is between the vortex stretching and the material derivative of
relative vorticity.
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The relative vorticity equation terms for the two cape, varied shelf width grid,
focused on the area around the northern cape, are shown in Figure 4.7. A first important
note, is that the vortex stretching term and the material derivative of relative vorticity
in this two cape, varied shelf grid (Figure 4.7) have a much larger amplitude than those
terms do in the no cape, varied shelf width grid (Figure 4.6). This tells us that the
vortex tube compression and stretching is much larger in the presence of a cape and
varying shelf width than just the varying shelf width.
North and south of the cape, the curl of the surface stress outweighs the curl of
the surface stress. The combined curl of the stresses leads to a small negative material
derivative of relative vorticity. The acceleration of relative vorticity is small, so most
of the material derivative is a result of the advection of relative vorticity. As the flow
nears the north side of the cape the curl of the bottom stress begins to outweigh the
curl of the surface stress, signified by the red line becoming positive. In this area,
starting about 50 kilometers north of the tip of the cape, the vortex tube compresses a
little, signified by the positive ζa∇·u term (negative pink line). This slight vortex tube
compression is largely countered by a positive JEBAR term along with the increased
curl of the bottom stress and some negative advection of relative vorticity seen in the
material derivative term. About 15 kilometers north of the tip of the cape, the vortex
tube begins stretching, reaching a maximum around 5 kilometers north of the tip of
the cape. A small correction to this stretching can be seen in a negative JEBAR value.
This stretching term results in a large positive material derivative of relative vorticity,
reaching a maximum about 5 kilometers north of the tip of the cape. After the flow
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rounds the cape, the vortex tube quickly compresses, reaching maximum compression
about 20 kilometers south of the tip of the cape. This again is corrected by a small
positive JEBAR term and coincides with a maximum negative material derivative of
relative vorticity. Once the shelf reaches its maximum width, at the 850 kilometer
alongshore mark, the vortex tube stretches as the advection of the relative vorticity
decreases and the relative vorticity terms all become very small.
An important feature of the relative vorticity analysis in Figure 4.7 is that
the maximum vortex tube compression in the lee of the cape perfectly aligns with the
maximum alongshore pressure gradient term in Figure 4.2. This points to the fact that
the along-isobath pressure gradient which contributes to the enhanced upwelling seen
in the lee of the cape is a result of the compression of the vortex tube after the flow
rounds the cape. The importance of the vortex stretching term and its implications for
upwelling have been noted in the modeling studies of Liu and Gan (2014, 2015)
5 Discussion and summary
The effects of the changing shelf width can be described in a highly simplified way with
the balance obtained from the steady, divergent barotropic model (3.4). This explains
why we see enhanced onshore cross-isobath transport when the shelf widens downstream
and offshore cross-isobath transport when the shelf narrows downstream. Essentially,
this balance says that when depth-averaged flow diverges (i.e., when the shelf widens
downstream) there must be depth-averaged onshore cross-isobath transport to conserve
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volume.
The effect of the cape in relation to enhancing upwelling was first seen in the
along-isobath momentum terms. Examination of the along-isobath momentum terms
show that the flow is to leading order geostrophic. This is further confirmed by plotting
the dot product of the depth-averaged flow with the depth-averaged pressure gradient.
By looking at the pressure contours overlaid on this measure of geostrophic balance
(Figures 4.4 and 4.5), it is evident that the presence of the cape sets up a low pressure
just south of the tip of the cape that contributes to the geostrophic flow up onto the
shelf in the lee of the cape. This sort of low pressure does not exist in the no cape
grids. This highlights the effect of the cape and how it enhances onshore transport
on the lee of the cape. The inertial movement of the flow around the cape sets up a
deep low pressure just to the south of the tip of the cape resulting in a large pressure
gradient, and since the flow is largely geostrophic, transport onto the shelf south of this
low pressure results.
When viewed from the perspective of the vorticity dynamics, the peak in the
along-isobath pressure gradient in the lee of the cape corresponds to the compression
of the vortex tube. The vortex tube compresses after the flow rounds the cape and is
further compressed due to the shelf widening in this area. The compression of the vortex
tube results in flow divergence. When considering the steady, divergent barotropic
equation, like the shallow water equation, a divergent flow must result in positive cross-
isobath flow which results in the enhanced upwelling seen in this area in the lee of the
cape.
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While we do see a large enhancement of upwelling in the no cape, varied shelf
grid, I believe that we see an even larger enhancement of upwelling in the two cape,
varied shelf grid because it benefits from the increased onshore transport from the
varying shelf width as well as from the geostrophic flow around the low pressure set up
from flow rounding the cape. This is supported by the fact that the two cape, varying
shelf width grid had the fastest rate of temperature cooling on day 10 inshore of the 75
meter isobath in the lee of the northern cape (Table 3.1), indicating more cold water
being upwelled here than in the other grids.
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